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Up in the Arctic, in the snow and the ice, lived three polar bears who were ever so nice.   
                                                                                                                                                    
Feeling upset because it was getting 
too warm,  getting hotter and hotter 
with every dawn.

An adventure was needed a big one 
at that, but when planning a trip at that, but when planning a trip 
what do you pack? 

The journey was epic, the distance was long, but once with their friends, they will belong.

It was agreed between them what they should take, so off they went and baked a cake.
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Down in Antarctica there was even less snow, there lived 
three little penguins with nowhere to go.

In the southern hemisphere, there was a bad atmosphere,
until one little fella said “Let’s get out of here”

So off to the North, meeting up with the bears,  desperately hoping to end all their cares.

They decided a clear plan and packed up some tea, off to the bears they couldn’t wait to see.



The polar bears swam around to the right,
with large paws and smooth fur they were soon out of sight.



Now a little-known fact which you might not realise,
these cheeky fellas only swim clockwise.

There are other directions for you and for me, 
but the right way is left for these little three.





The polar bears landed tired and beat,
they were getting excited about eating their treat.

They look left and right; no birds about,
“no one’s at home” the three of them shout.



Now when the Penguins arrived at the bears hide,
no bears were present, no one inside.

These birdies were thirsty, these birdies were parched, 
“keep moving forward” and off they marched.
  





With the Penguins swimming clockwise,
as they always do, and the Polar bears swimming anticlockwise without a clue.

They met in the middle with a bump and a thud,
but were overjoyed to see each other with a kiss and a hug.



The friends swam to an island and enjoyed the bears cake, 
with a nice cup of tea for old times’ sake.

 



   Christopher was born and bred in Portsmouth, on the South Coast 
of England. Before moving to London, where he started a career in 
the events industry and met his wife Jasmine. He currently lives in 
Church Lawton, Cheshire with his wife Jasmine, daughter Ruby and 
son William.

      This is Christopher’s debut book, which came about from telling 
the story to his daughter at bedtime. After several nights of telling 
the same story and Ruby enjoying more and more, he decided to write 
it down. 

   From two entrepreneurs named William Fuenmayor and Victoria 
Olivares, both with very technical and artistic qualities since they 
were born in 1992 and 1993 respectively, a great alliance was 
conceived from scratch in Venezuela's garden city, Maracay.

      Their paths crossed in 2011 when they started a solid friendship, 
which led to a loving relationship and then climbed to professional 
levels putting all their skills, creativity and life together to lead what 
today is Multitaskers, a creative agency focused on branding and 
illustration that not only provides design services, but also incredible 
experiences within the visual arts.






